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Abstract

The rate of web application threats is growing more and more now in days. The most of software bugs are result from inappropriate input validation. It should lead to attack of confidential information, breaking of knowledge integrity. We develop a scanner for detecting SQ injection and XSS type software-bugs which is based on hidden web crawl and make open source scanner with the aim of hidden web crawling which may be require authentication. In this research paper we presents a new technique to find vulnerability which include advantages of black-box analysis of different web pages. And at the end we shows evaluation table which mention comparison of our scanner with two other web scanner tool. So finally this paper additionally shows how easy it is to scan web application bugs with dynamic analysis and retrieve hidden web pages from web applications.
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1 Introduction

Web based application is turning out to be increasingly prevalent and critical piece of our lives. As the imperative part of web based application, Security of web application is getting to basic [1]. In Security, the word vulnerability is connected to a shortcoming in a framework that allow an attacker to damage the respectability of that system. Recent scenario in web applications the vast majority of seen vulnerabilities are Cross Site Scripting (XSS), Structured Query Language (SQL) Injection, feeble passwords, Broken Authentication utilizing SQL Injection, Auto-complete enabled on information fields, Directory Listing, Invalidated Redirects and so forth. These vulnerabilities have been notable for quite a long time. XSS and SQL infusion assaults are basic which can be run through simple scripts. Identifying vulnerabilities is for the most part not a simple errand, and not the majority of the basic vulnerabilities can be effectively identified via computerized scanners.

Most of the software bugs in web application are result from invalid input sanitization.[9]. these vulnerabilities may be SQL injection and Cross-Site Scripting .Although the dominant part of web vulnerabilities are straight forward and to maintain a strategic distance from, numerous web designers are, shockingly, not security-mindful. Subsequently, there exist an expansive number of venerable applications as well as websites on World Wide Web. Most important ways to deal with testing programming applications for the web applications are static (white-box) and dynamic (black-box).

White-box test is a method of testing software in which the internal working is known to the tester. White box testing validates the internal code and therefore often focuses primarily on improving security and making the flow of inputs/outputs more capable and optimized. In white box testing, the tester is often testing for internal security holes. Now, If we talk about black box testing , than special code or script are generated and send to web application. After that result or response is gathered and find if any errors or bugs are there or not. So black box testing is work externally, hence no source code is needed for this testing.

At the end, we demonstrate that how concealed web crawler work into the identification framework or scanner instrument to sidestep the verification of web application and recognize web application helplessness existed in them by reenacting web assaulting and investigating the information of reaction. In second area we depict run of the mill web assaults. In area 3 we initially proposed the portrayal of web application vulnerability (SQL Injection and XSS) and location component. In segment 4 and 5 portray shrouded web slithering system and Analysis XSS and SQL infusion Attack separately. Area 6 indicates after effect of scanner with examination with various scanners. At long last we finish up this paper and examine our future works.
2 Different Webattacks

2.1 SQL-injection attack

SQL-injection assaults depend on infusing strings into database questions that change their planned use. This can happen if different website doesn’t use proper client input [6]. There are numerous assortments of SQL. A question ordinarily brings about a solitary result set that contains the inquiry comes about. Aside from information recovery and upgrades, SQL proclamations can likewise change the structure of databases utilizing Data Definition Language explanations.

A web application may have software bug if anyone can attack with sql query string. This kind of activity mostly done thorough inserts malicious code in different user input. Now we consider one following example which authenticating users from database.

```
SELECT id, MyLastLogin from Client WHERE Userid = ‘mynamea’ AND userpassword = ‘mypassworda’
```

This kind of sql query mostly use for check user authentication. So attacker mostly targets this type of sql query. If we consider query, it retrieve id and mylastlogin data for userid “mynamea” as well as userpassword “mypassworda” from table client. Now suppose client enter userid and userpassword in to input field, query look like following.

```
Sql-Query = "SELECT ID, LastLogin FROM Client WHERE Userid = "‘ OR 1=1 -- AND userpassword = "‘ + password + ""
```

In web application code if developer does not use input filter or input validation than attacker can inject some code which might be alter its meaning in case of executing sql query. For example anyone insert username and password like following.

```
Userid: ’ OR 1=1 --
Userpassword :
```

Using the provided form data, the vulnerable web application constructs a dynamic SQL query for authenticating the user as shown in

```
SELECT ID, myLastLogin FROM client WHERE Userid = ‘’ OR 1=1 -- AND userpassword = ’
```

In sql-query SELECT ID, LastLogin FROM Users WHERE User = ‘’ OR 1=1 -- AND Password = ‘’ Shows ‘--’ character mean that its comment in SQL. So after ‘--’ is mostly mistreated by sql database. And if sql engine check “OR 1=1” than it means it’s always true for every field in table. So whenever database engine executing this type of query it returns all user data, means its valid login for that userid.
2.2 Cross-Site-Scripting web attack

Cross Site Scripting which is also called XSS, allow attacker to inject client-side script in input fields of web application. The most widely recognized one establish in web application now in day is call reflected XSS. The web structure on the site neglects to perform input acceptance, and at whatever point a hunt question is entered that doesn’t gave back any outcomes, the client is shown a message that likewise contains the unfiltered seek string. Anyone can insert script like JavaScript, VB-Script, Active-X, HTML into an website to try to find access to receptive information of dynamic websites which are vulnerable.

For example if any client enter string "<B>My Name</B>", the Bold markers (like, <b>) which may not filtered. So whenever client search with this type of script, result come from server that “no matches found for My Name” (here string show in bold letter). This means here XSS software bug is available in web application or web site. There are two type of cross site scripting, one is Stored XSS and second is reflected XSS.

3 Web-Vulnerability Detection

Software bug scanner or web scanner mostly develop in four section. At the first section web pages are gathered from the web application with the use of web crawler. After that dynamic analysis or penetration testing will be done with the use of some predefine code attack. And third section check the output of web attack which is done by penetration test and examine output to make decision that bug is present or not. And at the in fourth section scanner make report of different vulnerability present on that web application.

The web crawler interfaces with web-applications, and accumulates data for scanning. Discovery part develops web demand with some predefined assaulting code. Web spider or web crawler sits tight for the reaction and breaks down it, once the predefined catchphrases can be distinguished in the reacted information, the weakness is recognized.

3.1 Detecting Vulnerabilities

The mainly productive method for discover Software bugs is manually check the code in web-sites. This method is require more time, need professional ability to overlooked errors. These methodologies can be isolated into wide classifications: discovery testing and white-box testing. Static analysis test comprises of looking at the code with-out of execute it. And web scanner mostly scan automatically without source code which follow black box testing concept. So special code or script are generated and send to web application. After that result or response is gathered and find if any errors or bugs are there or not. So black box testing is work externally means from an outside perspective, hence no source code is needed for this testing, to the examination of system execution.
3.2 Attack Component

In this section, Scanner scans each and every field of web forms. Means web pages which are contain web forms (input fields ) is scan because it is entry point of web forms and may contain software bug.

Now Scanner extract method which is use for submit the form. It may be get or post. And also find the parameters or attributes which are used in form fields. After than scanner may attack on different fields with appropriate values using get or post method. And server reply back with some response or information through HTTP protocol.

![Figure 1. How Automated vulnerability scanner work](image)

As per above figure1, first web crawler or web spider module connect with website and collect the web pages of that website. Now Scanner build web-request and along with send code for attack. Response analysis module or section get the response and if scanner find some specified keywords, software bug or error is recognized. After that report will produce based on category and risk level wise.

3.3 Hidden web crawling strategy

Presently in days numerous web administrations oblige clients to enter the right confirmation or intuitive data, so they can furnish clients with the right comparing web administration or site page. What's more, there will be numerous intelligent components or structures in the site pages reacted after the verification, through which websites can collaborate with clients & give essential web administrations and data. Nonetheless, if there exist possible security issues in the cooperation amongst users and the web sites, it will bring about intense results to clients. Subsequently, if the data of these intuitive units in the shrouded web amid the way toward slithering, it can enormously enhance generally speaking of the security weakness location.[2]
By getting to approval, web-spider can be validated by the targeted framework and increase site content behind the login page, and proof the approval of data after reply of confirmation, for example, we can say session & cookie or local storage, etc. If chance that there are different links or from-fields in the reply pages, every one of them might be as the beginning stage of traversal so the pages will be gathered recursively, and got the more secret web pages and get better attack component.

![Flowchart](image.png)

**Figure 2** Hidden web-spider technique

### 3.4 Analysis SQL-injection & Cross Site Scripting Attack

Third but the most important section which take reply from web application and identify keywords so scanner can decide that bug or vulnerability is present or not. First make a web request and sends it to the targeted website with some predefined code for blackbox test. And receive response page which is check some specify keywords which may contain bugs. [17]. The following code can be use for easy and simple XSS bug injection.

```html
<SCRIPT>alert('Hacker Inside XSS');</SCRIPT>
```

Any developer is use some input validation or filter marks than code will be more secure and attack is not possible on web application.

To find reflected XSS from web application we add below string to one array, add a corresponding string (to look for in response), with the same index, in the other array.

```php
$payloads =
array('&lt;webvulscan&gt;',&apos;javascript:alert(webvulscan)&apos;);
```
So now first we check that requested URL pass through this function or not. We have to check requested URL to have contained any parameter or not as shown below:

```php
$log->lwrite("SurfToCheck does contain parameters");
$scheme = $parsedUrl['scheme'];
$host = $parsedUrl['host'];
$path = $parsedUrl['path'];
$query = $parsedUrl['query'];
```

If requested URL contains parameter than for each parameter we have to check it with current payload. If any error found in URL then after we have check into response page body, and there if harmful response found then reflected XSS present in those URL.

To check the SQL injection we add one function `testForSQLi($urlToCheck, $urlOfSite, $testId)` that checks the URL for forms and attempts to submit SQL strings into each value of the forms. In this function we add some regular expression to one array for the checking into response URL code, that get from when requested URL give response, those array given below:

```php
$arrayOfPayloads = array( " ", " " , " ; " , " " ) , " ( " , " . " , " -- " ) ;
```

After this array was submitted we add one function to check the error present into response code or not. In that function we take some known SQL error present now a day in market. If admin want to add some new one than also add it into this function that given below

```php
Figure 3. Examples of some error messages
```
Presently after that blunder capabilities we check does the URL went into this capacity hold constraint and submit payloads as those parameters on the off chance that it does. Into reaction body if discover any parameter as blunder inclined then its check for which customary expression are there. Through that character it discovers which SQL weakness is available into structure as checking appeared into code:

```java
if (err == null)
{
    [code snip]
    
    if (vulnerabilityFound == true)
    {
        [code snip]
        
        `echo 'SQL injection present: ' . $query . ' . ' . htmlspecialchars($outputCheck)`
    }
}
```

**Figure 4.** check for SQL injection present or not

4 Experiment results

Testing the web vulnerability scanner consists of several tests. Test created by us on some existing web applications: WebGoat, dvwa, Mutillidae, bwapp. Specified all tests were performed with the web vulnerability scanner to scan for all vulnerabilities. To compare our open source scanner, we performed tests on some web applications more accurately. We checked the output of certain combination of inputs, which gives desirable result, or not. We scan the some web application to get the result for different web vulnerability. Here in following table we conclude and show result based on different website tested using three scanners.
TABLE I. Experiment Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site tested</th>
<th>Vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Number of Vulnerability Detected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross Site Scripting</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 1</td>
<td>SQL Injection</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directory Listing</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broken Authentication using SQL Injection</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autocomplete enabled on input fields Enabled</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross Site Scripting</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site 2</td>
<td>SQL Injection</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directory Listing</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broken Authentication using SQL Injection</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autocomplete enabled on input fields Enabled</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusions and future works

The primary contribution of this web scanner is to show that it is so simple to get and search software bug or vulnerability in different web sites. We exhibited another arrangement of consequently distinguishing vulnerabilities in certain web applications, for example, Broken Access Control, Insecure Configuration Management, SQL infusion, XSS. The assaults were produced utilizing some data about the objective web application supplied by its test administrators and the test system consequently sent the assaults to the web application to check whether the assaults were effective or not. Our Scanner has some usefulness like Open source Web application, Modular outline, Automation.

Later on, our scanner will incorporate enhancing identifying increasingly web security vulnerabilities. We will accomplish more concentrate on complex-structure, secure shrouded pages, codes building and the reaction dissecting.
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